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Abstract: In the aftermath of a natural hazard, rapid and accurate building damage assessment from
remote sensing imagery is crucial for disaster response and rescue operations. Although recent deep
learning-based studies have made considerable improvements in assessing building damage, most
state-of-the-art works focus on pixel-based, multi-stage approaches, which are more complicated and
suffer from partial damage recognition issues at the building-instance level. In the meantime, it is
usually time-consuming to acquire sufficient labeled samples for deep learning applications, making
a conventional supervised learning pipeline with vast annotation data unsuitable in time-critical
disaster cases. In this study, we present an end-to-end building damage assessment framework
integrating multitask semantic segmentation with semi-supervised learning to tackle these issues.
Specifically, a multitask-based Siamese network followed by object-based post-processing is first
constructed to solve the semantic inconsistency problem by refining damage classification results with
building extraction results. Moreover, to alleviate labeled data scarcity, a consistency regularization-
based semi-supervised semantic segmentation scheme with iteratively perturbed dual mean teachers
is specially designed, which can significantly reinforce the network perturbations to improve model
performance while maintaining high training efficiency. Furthermore, a confidence weighting strategy
is embedded into the semi-supervised pipeline to focus on convincing samples and reduce the
influence of noisy pseudo-labels. The comprehensive experiments on three benchmark datasets
suggest that the proposed method is competitive and effective in building damage assessment under
the circumstance of insufficient labels, which offers a potential artificial intelligence-based solution to
respond to the urgent need for timeliness and accuracy in disaster events.

Keywords: building damage assessment; semi-supervised; dual mean teachers; consistency regularization

1. Introduction

Natural hazards, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, fires, and tsunamis, can cause
serious damage to buildings in urban areas. When a disaster strikes, rapid and accurate
building damage assessment (e.g., the location and amount of damage, the ratio of collapsed
buildings, and the type of damage for each building) is critical for emergency response
and humanitarian assistance [1,2]. Recently, remote sensing technology has become an
efficient way to rapidly retrieve ground information at a low cost due to its capability
of covering large areas rapidly [3]. Generally, building damage assessment from remote
sensing data could be seen as a combination of two sub-tasks: building localization and
damage classification [4]. The former segments the buildings at the pixel level, while the
latter determines the damage degree of each building instance [5]. As shown in Figure 1d,
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although building damages can be detected from post-disaster images, building outlines
may not be precise due to the lack of prior information from pre-disaster images [6].
Therefore, bi-temporal remote sensing images are more widely employed in practice,
despite existing image registration problems, and we also focus on bi-temporal applications
for building damage assessment in this study. Moreover, it is worth noting that building
damage assessment based on paired images is similar to building change detection, as
both tasks need to identify the changed status of buildings. Nevertheless, the former
remains much more challenging than the latter since more damage levels (minor, major,
and destroyed) and undamaged buildings need to be recognized simultaneously.
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disaster image, (b) post-disaster image, (c) ground truth, (d) results based on post-disaster image,
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post-processing.

Different from the traditional building damage assessment workflow with a large
amount of manual work on satellite imagery analysis [7], machine learning approaches
can automatically retrieve building damage information, despite the difficulty of satis-
fying the needs of large-scale and high-precision applications due to heavily relying on
handcrafted features [8]. Recently, deep learning (DL) has significantly surpassed con-
ventional machine learning algorithms in various remote sensing applications due to its
powerful capability of hierarchical feature representation [9]. Regarding the DL-based
approaches using bi-temporal images for building damage assessment, there are two major
pipelines: (1) semantic segmentation for building localization followed by patch-based
damage classification; (2) semantic segmentation for building localization and damage
classification both. The first one is a two-step pipeline, which first segments the building
pixels and then performs patch-level damage classification based on previous building
segmentation results. For instance, as a baseline of the study [5], a modified U-Net model
and a two-branch ResNet-50 model were used for pixel-based building localization and
image-level damage classification, respectively. This method can achieve an instance-level
assessment result via patch-level classification. However, these two procedures have differ-
ent objectives and employ different model architectures, such that the model performance
is suppressed due to the lack of knowledge shared between tasks. In comparison, the
other pipeline applies semantic segmentation for both tasks, which can share knowledge
from building localization to damage classification by means of model weight transfer. For
instance, a convolutional neural network with cross-directional attention for building dam-
age assessment (BDANet) [6] performed a two-stage training strategy based on semantic
segmentation, where a building extraction model was first trained with only pre-disaster
data, and then the model weights were shared with the subsequent damage classification
model. Although this can address the knowledge-sharing problem to some degree, a partial
damage recognition problem can still be found in Figure 1e due to the purely pixel-based
segmentation scheme [4]. Furthermore, the two-stage scheme is more complex for model
training due to its separate procedures. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate integrating
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building localization and damage classification into a unified end-to-end training process
while considering the object-level post-processing.

Another challenge of DL-based building damage assessment lies in the lack of anno-
tated data. Generally, supervised learning (SL) has become the mainstream pipeline in
a range of DL-based studies for building damage assessment [6], and sufficient labeled
data has been treated as a crucial prerequisite in DL algorithms. However, it is costly and
time-consuming to create vast, accurate ground truth labels for model training, which
is particularly problematic under a time-critical disaster situation [10]. To alleviate the
related issues, recent studies have incorporated semi-supervised learning (SSL) with a
large amount of unlabeled data to improve the model generalization ability by injecting
some forms of prior knowledge [11]. The core idea of SSL is to extract additional training
signals from a large set of unlabeled data to obtain a more generalized model beyond
the small labeled dataset [12]. Particularly, recent consistency regularization (CR)-based
SSL approaches have achieved remarkable performance by enforcing agreement between
the predictions from diverse views of unlabeled samples [13]. As illustrated in Figure 2,
several prominent CR-based schemes, for example, Π-model [14], mean teacher [15], dual
students [16], and cross-consistency training (CCT) [17] have been extensively investigated
in a range of semantic segmentation applications of natural images [8,12,13,17–20] and re-
mote sensing images [21–30]. Typically, Π-model performs data-level CR between multiple
augmented unlabeled samples, while the mean teacher enforces model-level consistency
between the original student model and its mean teacher model. However, the pertur-
bations in these approaches might not be strong enough to train powerful models. To
further increase the perturbation level, CCT shares the weights of the encoder and conducts
training by maintaining consistency between the main decoder and multiple auxiliary
decoders with different perturbations. Impressively, the dual student-based approach like
cross pseudo supervision (CPS) [8] has demonstrated encouraging performance over most
state-of-the-art semi-supervised semantic segmentation approaches by adopting two identi-
cal models to supervise each other with cross pseudo-labels. However, a huge computation
cost is still required to optimize more parameters in these methods. Meanwhile, to our best
knowledge, few studies have explored these state-of-the-art SSL algorithms in the task of
building damage assessment, which is still a research area to be exploited.

To perform building damage assessment for disaster response with limited labeled
samples, we design an SSL framework by integrating multitask semantic segmentation
and perturbed dual mean teachers. Concretely, a multitask model framework is intro-
duced to unify the building localization and damage classification, where object-based
post-processing operations are carried out in the model inference stage to further refine
the damage results at the building instance level. Moreover, we adopt two iteratively
updated mean teachers to reinforce the perturbations in SSL and produce more distin-
guishing features, thus, improving the model generalization capability under insufficient
labels. Due to adopting multiple teachers with single-time backpropagation, the proposed
semi-supervised method possesses the advantage of strong perturbation and high train-
ing efficiency. Furthermore, a confidence weighting strategy is introduced into the SSL
pipeline to reduce the influence of noisy pseudo-labels in consistency learning. Noteworthy,
unlike most building damage assessment studies that focus on designing novel model
architectures, we are dedicated to developing an efficient assessment pipeline to retrieve
building damage information in consideration of timeliness and accuracy. Moreover, from
the operational perspective, training a tailored model towards a specific case with limited
annotation data may be a practical alternative for quick building damage assessment while
ensuring accuracy. The contributions of this work are summarized in four aspects:
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(1) We introduce a simple yet effective multitask-based segmentation framework
and combine it with object-based post-processing to ensure the semantic consistency
between buildings and their instance-level damages, reducing the impact of partial damage
recognition.

(2) To alleviate the issue of insufficient labeled samples for building damage assess-
ment in emergency contexts, we present a novel consistency regularization-based semi-
supervised semantic segmentation framework based on perturbed dual mean teachers.
In comparison to other related state-of-the-art SSL approaches, the proposed framework
possesses the advantages: (1) stronger perturbations with iteratively updated dual mean
teachers and (2) higher training efficiency with single-time backpropagation.

(3) Instead of using a fixed confidence threshold for pseudo-labeling, a confidence
weighting strategy is embedded into the semi-supervised pipeline, which pays attention to
the more convinced pseudo-labels and decreases the influence of the noises caused by the
pseudo-labeling process.

(4) Extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach under insufficient labeled samples, which helps facilitate the
workflow of DL-based building damage assessment in terms of timeliness and accuracy for
disaster response. The codes will be made publicly available at (https://github.com/YJ-
He/MS4D-Net-Building-Damage-Assessment (accessed on 10 January 2023)).

This study is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3
presents the methodology. The experiment setup is set in Section 4, and Section 5 details
the experimental results. Section 6 is the discussion part. Finally, some key findings are
drawn in Section 7.

https://github.com/YJ-He/MS4D-Net-Building-Damage-Assessment
https://github.com/YJ-He/MS4D-Net-Building-Damage-Assessment
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2. Related Work
2.1. Building Damage Assessment

Traditionally, the ground field survey is the most accurate method to evaluate building
damage, but this method is time-consuming, labor-intensive, and costly [31]. With the
development of remote sensing technology, satellite and aerial imagery can provide timely
and large-coverage information on the disaster area [1]. Visual interpretation of damage
from high-resolution satellite data has been widely employed for some time [32]. Despite
being very precise, visual interpretation requires a high level of expertise with low efficiency.
To improve the automation level in building damage detection and assessment, researchers
have proposed various machine-vision-based methods, depending on manually designed
features such as shape, spectrum, and texture [33]. Thereafter, supervised machine learning
methods, for example, random forest [34] and support vector machine [35], have been
extensively investigated and shown effectiveness in damage detection. However, the
arbitrarily selected and designed features may not be enough for accurate damage detection,
especially when facing complex scenarios after severe disasters. Thanks to the remarkable
performance on feature extraction and representation, DL-based methods have been widely
applied to building damage detection based on bi-temporal imagery. For instance, a CNN-
based hierarchical building damage assessment workflow [36] was proposed to classify
buildings into two categories: undamaged and damaged. Moreover, a two-stage pipeline
with a semantic segmentation network named BDANet [6] was designed to perform a
building damage assessment, which classified the building pixels into four levels: no
damage, minor damage, major damage, and destroyed buildings. Further, to address the
semantic inconsistency issue within building instances, an object-based semantic change
detection framework (ChangeOS) was designed for building damage assessment, which
integrated the building localization and damage classification into a unified framework [4].

2.2. Semi-Supervised Semantic Segmentation

Currently, most DL-based studies are more focused on training models using a large
number of labeled samples based on the SL pipeline. However, it remains challenging
to create sufficient ground truth data, especially for pixel-level semantic segmentation
tasks [21]. Hence, SSL is favored due to its outstanding capability to exploit the discrimina-
tive features from massive unlabeled samples. In general, recent SSL approaches are major
focused on the design of pseudo-labeling and CR framework [12]. The former usually
demonstrates worse accuracy than the latter, as the pseudo-labeling pipeline intentionally
discards part of unlabeled data with relatively low confidence during training [13]. In
contrast, the CR-based strategy performs better by encouraging the model to produce
consistent predictions under the condition of imposing slight perturbations on input data,
output predictions, latent features, or networks [8]. Recently, due to the easy implementa-
tion and good performance, a growing number of remote sensing applications leverage
CR-based SSL schemes, such as Π-model [22,26], mean teacher [25], CCT [24,30], and dual
students [21,23,29]. Following the Π-model structure, PiCoCo [22] and SemiSANet [26]
were proposed for building extraction and building change detection, respectively, which
both perform SSL by enforcing the consistency between the predictions of two augmented
images. In the study of [25], the perturbation of the network with the mean teacher was
employed to segment high-resolution remote sensing imagery. Additionally, hybrid per-
turbations of input data, features, and networks adopting CCT demonstrated remarkable
performance in land-use/land-cover classification [24] and building extraction [30]. In
particular, the perturbation scheme between dual students exhibits impressively promising
results in building/road extraction [21,29] and flood mapping [23]. Nevertheless, these
prominent frameworks still suffer from weak perturbation levels, heavy training workloads,
and low-quality pseudo-labels. To tackle the limitations, we present a novel SSL framework
integrating perturbed dual mean teachers and a confidence weighting strategy, which aims
to conduct high-efficient training while maintaining better accuracy.
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2.3. Semi-Supervised Learning for Building Damage Recognition

Encouraged by the strong generalization ability of SSL in a variety of applications,
increasing studies of building damage recognition started to focus on this promising
strategy. For example, an autoencoder-based method was used to perform semi-supervised
classification of building damage on post-hurricane aerial imagery [31]. In the study
of [37], two semi-supervised classification approaches, for example, MixMatch [38] and
FixMatch [39], were investigated for building damage recognition after disasters using
only a small number of labels. Although these works explored the performance of SSL on
damage detection, they only obtained the results of image-level damage classification yet
could not locate the buildings. To tackle the limitations, pixel-level semantic segmentation
is introduced. For instance, a combination of self-training and pseudo-label refinement
strategy was utilized to classify pixel-level building damages in work [10], despite limited
accuracy improvement. To our best knowledge, there is still a lack of exploitation in current
studies on incorporating the latest CR-based SSL scheme with the task of building damage
assessment, and we wish to investigate to fill up this research gap to some extent.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first describe the designed multitask-based model architecture with
post-processing in Section 3.1; then, the overall framework combining the semi-supervised
semantic segmentation with perturbed dual mean teachers is discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1. Basic Model Architecture with Post-Processing

Most existing studies [5,6] implement building damage assessment with a two-step
pipeline, which means building localization and damage classification are carried out
separately. It is not concise for the data-driven DL paradigm and suffers from the knowl-
edge gap problem between two different but related tasks. In this study, we introduce an
end-to-end Siamese network to perform two tasks simultaneously. Figure 3 demonstrates
the suggested model framework, which consists of a Siamese fully convolutional network
(FCN) for segmenting the binary building masks and multiclass damage masks in the
training stage and an object-based post-processing step for obtaining instance-level damage
classification results in the inference stage.
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Figure 3. Illustration of multitask-based Siamese network for building damage assessment. In the
training stage, pre- and post-disaster images are used to train the model for building localization and
damage classification. In the inference stage, a connected component labeling (CCL) algorithm and
an object-wise voting operation are adopted for object-based post-processing to refine the damage
classification results.
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3.1.1. Multitask-Based SIAMESE Network

In this study, we regard the building damage assessment as a semantic segmentation
task. However, this task is different from typical semantic segmentation applications due
to involving two input images from pre- and post-disaster in training. Therefore, to better
extract features from bi-temporal images, we use a two-branch structure, which is composed
of two encoders (E1 and E2) and two decoders (D1 and D2). The encoders aim at abstracting
features from input images, while the decoders are to restore the spatial dimension and
details through deconvolution operation. Concretely, the pre-disaster image is fed into the
first branch (E1 and D1) to produce the building mask Ŷloc. Meanwhile, the post-disaster
image is input to E2 for feature extraction; then, the extracted features are fused with the
features obtained from the pre-disaster image via E1 after each pooling stage of the encoder.
Finally, the fused multi-scale features with skip connections pass through D2 to achieve the
damage classification mask Ŷdam. Unlike the model architecture in [4,6] that shares weights
between two encoders, we adopt two encoders without weight sharing in the model to
capture richer feature representations from different ranges due to existing significantly
heterogeneous characteristics between pre- and post-disaster images when there is severe
destruction in the image. Moreover, it is worth noting that our suggested model framework
is scalable and can be integrated with various FCN-family model structures.

3.1.2. Loss Function

The input bi-temporal image pairs and corresponding ground truth labels are used to
train the model by minimizing the building localization loss Lloc and damage classification
loss Ldam. The corresponding loss functions are formulated as follows:

Lloc = 1
|D| ∑

{
Xpre

Yloc }∈D

1
W×H

W×H
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i=1
`bce

(
f
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)
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i
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Ldam = 1
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1
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(
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i
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Xpre, Xpost
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i , Ydam
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where D is the training dataset containing pre- and post-disaster image pairs
(
Xpre, Xpost)

and corresponding ground truth labels Yloc ∈ {0: background, 1: building} for localization,
Ydam ∈ {0: background, 1: no damage, 2: minor, 3: major, 4: destroyed} for damage classifi-
cation; f (•) denotes the deep neural network; θE1, θE2, θD1, θD2 represent the parameters of
Encoder 1, 2, and Decoder 1, 2, respectively. Ploc and Pdam indicate the predicted probability
maps of building localization and damage classification, respectively; W and H represent
the width and height of the input image; `bce and `ce denote the standard pixel-wise bi-
nary cross-entropy loss and multiclass cross-entropy loss, respectively. Accordingly, the
integrated supervised loss of two tasks is represented as:

LS = Lloc + Ldam (3)
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3.1.3. Object-Based Post-Processing

The multitask-based Siamese network can produce building localization and damage
classification results simultaneously. However, due to the limitation of the pixel-level seg-
mentation scheme, the semantic inconsistency between building localization and damage
classification always exists. Furthermore, building localization results are usually much
better than building damage classification results due to their simplicity. To keep the
object-wise semantic consistency between these two tasks, we introduce an object-based
post-processing approach [4]. Specifically, building proposals are first generated based
on the binary building localization results through a connected component labeling (CCL)
algorithm [40]:

Ŷloc
obj = CCL(Ŷloc) (4)

Next, the damage level for each building object is determined with a weighted voting
algorithm by calculating the ratio of each damage degree within an object and voting the
majority category, which can reduce the semantic inconsistency through the ensemble of
pixel results within the building instances:

Ŷdam
obj = ObjectVoting

(
Ŷdam, Ŷloc

obj

)
(5)

3.2. Semi-Supervised Semantic Segmentation Framework

For building damage assessment, given a small set DL =
{(

X1
L, Y1

L
)
, . . . ,

(
XN

L , YN
L
)}

of N labeled image pairs and a larger set DU =
{

X1
U , . . . , XQ

U

}
of Q unlabeled image pairs

(Q >> N), Xi
U represents the i-th unlabeled image pair (Xpre

U , Xpost
U ) (i);

(
X j

L, Y j
L

)
denote

the j-th labeled image pair X j
L = (Xpre

L , Xpost
L ) (j) and the corresponding ground truth label

Y j
L = (Yloc

L , Ydam
L ) (j), respectively. fθ denotes the deep neural network with parameters θ,

which maps the input image pairs X to pixel-level buildings Ŷloc and their damage levels
Ŷdam. The SSL is to train a more generalized model over the one with only labeled data
from DL by combining a large amount of unlabeled data from DU .

3.2.1. Perturbed Dual Mean Teachers

The aim of the presented SSL framework is to produce strong perturbations while
keeping high training efficiency. As shown in Figure 4, the proposed framework consists of
one student model fθs and two mean teacher models fθt1 and fθt2 , which adopts the identical
model structure but with different parameters θs, θt1, and θt2. In the training process, the
student model is trained by minimizing the loss function of supervised learning and
consistency learning, while the parameters of two teacher models are iteratively updated
with the exponential moving average (EMA) [15] of the student model parameters:

θk
t = αθk

t−1 + (1− α)θs
t (6)

where k ∈ {t1, t2} denotes one of two teacher models; α ∈ [0, 1] is a smoothing coefficient,
which is set to 0.99; θk

t and θs
t represent the parameters of the student and teacher models

in training step t, respectively. To ensure the model diversity between two teacher models
for stronger perturbations in training, we alternately update one of two teachers at each
training iteration.
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For supervised learning, labeled image pairs XL are input to the student model,
and the ground truth labels YL impose supervision on their predicted probability maps
Ps

L =
(

Ploc
L , Pdam

L

)
, thus, constructing the supervised loss:

LS =
1
|DL| ∑

{
XL
YL
}∈D

1
W × H

W×H

∑
i=1

(
`bce

(
Ploc

iL , Yloc
iL

)
+ `ce

(
Pdam

iL , Ydam
iL

))
(7)

For unsupervised learning, two unlabeled image pairs X1
U , X2

U are input into two
teacher models fθt1 and fθt2 , respectively; then the probability maps Pt1

U1, Pt2
U2, and pseudo-

labels Yt1
U1, Yt2

U2 are obtained. As suggested by previous studies [8,19], the perturbation
level of consistency learning is critical to the model performance. Therefore, to enhance
the perturbation between student and teacher models, CutMix [41] strategy is lever-
aged such that more attention can be paid to training difficult samples and learning
robust representations [6]. Specifically, the mixed probability maps of student models
PM

U =
(

PM, loc
U , PM,dam

U

)
are generated by cutting part of Pt1

U1 and pasting to Pt2
U2 based on a

mask M:
PM

U = CutMix
(

M, Pt1
U1, Pt2

U2
)

= M� Pt1
U1 + (1−M)� Pt2

U2
(8)

where � is the element-wise multiplication; 1 denotes a mask that is filled with ones; M is
a binary mask that indicates where to cut out and fill in.
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On the basis of PM
U , the pseudo-labels ŶM

U =
(

ŶM,loc
U , ŶM,dam

U

)
are calculated using the

Argmax function, which is an operation that finds the indices of the maximum value along
a specified axis of the multi-dimensional tensor:

ŶM
U = Argmax

(
PM

U

)
(9)

At the same time, a mixed image pairs XM
U are generated based on unlabeled image

pairs XU
1 , XU

2 and the same mask M:

XM
U = CutMix

(
M, X1

U , X2
U
)

= M� X1
U + (1−M)� X2

U
(10)

Then, XM
U is fed into the student model fθs to obtain the mixed predictions

Ps
U =

(
Ps,loc

U , Ps,dam
U

)
. Finally, let the mixed pseudo-label ŶM

U from teacher models su-
pervise Ps

U , the consistency loss LCons is formulated as:

LCons =
1
|DU | ∑

X1
U ,X2

U∈DU

1
W × H

W×H

∑
i=1

(
`bce

(
Ps,loc

iU , ŶM,loc
iU

)
+ `ce

(
Ps,dam

iU , ŶM,dam
iU

))
(11)

The overall loss integrating supervised and consistency losses can be represented as:

Loverall = LS + LCons (12)

3.2.2. Confidence Weighting

Generally, the performance of CR relies on the quality of pseudo-labels. A few SSL
methods [17,19] used a higher threshold to filter out the pixels with a low confidence value.
Although this strategy can reduce the influence of noisy pseudo-labels, the strict criteria
also result in an inferior learning effect on underperforming categories. In contrast, some
studies [8,18] adopted all pseudo-labeled pixels in training, which introduced more noise
despite involving more training data. Instead of falling into two extreme situations, we
employ a simple yet effective confidence weighting strategy, which dynamically considers
the confidence of predictions in training and attaches an adjustment factor to the consistency
loss. In this way, more pixels can be involved in consistency learning, and the noise effects
from pseudo-labeling will be alleviated at the same time. The weighted consistency loss is
formulated as follows:

LCons =
1
|DU | ∑

X1
U ,X2

U∈DU

1
W×H

W×H
∑

i=1
ωi

(
`bce

(
Ps,loc

iU , ŶM,loc
iU

)
+ `ce

(
Ps,dam

iU , ŶM,dam
iU

))
(13)

ωi = max
c∈{1,...,C}

(
PM

iU(c)
)

(14)

where ωi ∈ [0, 1] is the confidence of predictions at an i-th pixel from the ensemble of
mean teacher models; C denotes the number of categories. This strategy can allocate more
contributions to the convincing samples and set the confidence threshold automatically in
the training process instead of manual determination.

4. Experiment Setting

This section describes the related datasets, evaluation metrics, and implementation
details involved in the experiments.

4.1. Datasets

To assess the proposed approach, we employ the xBD dataset [5] in the experiments,
which is an open-source and large-scale satellite dataset for humanitarian assistance and
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disaster response. It is composed of satellite image pairs of 19 disaster events with a patch
size of 1024 × 1024 pixels across over 45,000 km2 around the world. It also contains the
building polygons and four damage-level labels (i.e., no damage, minor damage, major
damage, destroyed), as shown in Figure 5. To involve more buildings containing four dam-
age levels, we choose three typical disaster events in the later experiments: Joplin Tornado,
Moore Tornado, and Hurricane Michael. The image pairs and labels are seamlessly cropped
into 512 × 512-pixel tiles without overlapping. After removing some tiles containing blank
areas, they are split into training, validation, and testing subsets, as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview information of datasets in the study.

Dataset Image Pairs
Split Patch Size

(Pixels) Sensor Band
Train Validation Test

Joplin
Tornado 554 368 56 111 512 × 512 Pre: QuickBird

Post: WorldView-2 RGB

Moore
Tornado 767 509 77 154 512 × 512 Pre: WorldView-2

Post: GeoEye-1 RGB

Hurricane
Michael 2065 1235 351 414 512 × 512 Pre: WorldView-2

Post: GeoEye-1 RGB

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

Following the previous studies [4,6], we use the F1 score (Floc
1 ) for building localization

and harmonic mean of category-wise damage classification F1 score (Fdam
1 ) for building

damage classification, which is given as

Floc
1 =

2TP
2TP + FP + FN

(15)

Fdam
1 =

4

∑4
i=1

1
FCi

1

(16)

where TP, FP, and FN indicate the number of true positive, false positive, and false negative
pixels of building segmentation results, respectively; FCi

1 denotes the F1 score of each
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damage level Ci, including no damage, minor damage, major damage, and destroyed. The
overall F1 score (Foverall

1 ) is formulated by a weighted average of Floc
1 and Fdam

1 :

Foverall
1 = 0.3× Floc

1 + 0.7× Fdam
1 (17)

4.3. Implementation Details

We implement experiments on the PyTorch framework with a single NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 1080Ti GPU. AdamW optimizer [42] and one-cycle learning rate policy [43] are adopted
to optimize the network with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, a momentum of 0.9, and a
weight decay of 0.0002. Basic data augmentations such as horizontal and vertical flips are
performed for all methods. The batch size is set to two. Regarding CutMix, three rectangles
occupying 50% of the image area with a random aspect ratio and position are used to
generate the masks. Moreover, we employ the early stopping strategy to avoid overfitting,
which guides that training stops when maximum accuracy does not improve for a few
epochs. All SL experiments are trained for 100 epochs with 20-epoch early stopping, while
SSL experiments are trained for 40 epochs with 15-epoch early stopping. Moreover, we
define an “epoch” in SSL experiments as going through the unlabeled data once, whereas
the labeled subset is repeated several times to match the number of unlabeled samples
within an epoch.

5. Experimental Results

To demonstrate the superiority of the presented approach, we comprehensively com-
pare it with some recent SL and SSL competitors in this section.

5.1. Comparison with SL Competitors

To evaluate the proposed multitask-based Siamese network in Section 3.1, we compare
it with two recent Siamese structures: Siamese U-Net [44] and BDANet [6]. Siamese
U-Net is one of four models as the first-place solution of the xView2 challenge (https:
//github.com/DIUx-xView/xView2_first_place (accessed on 10 December 2022)), which
adopts U-Net model architecture as the base structure of the Siamese network. On the basis
of Siamese U-Net, multi-scale feature fusion and cross-directional attention modules are
introduced into BDANet, which enhances the model performance further. It should be
noted that these two methods both belong to the two-stage pipeline. For a fair comparison
with these two methods, only the results of the second stage are compared since our
approach is an end-to-end framework. Moreover, we adopt VGG-16 as the backbone while
the other two methods with ResNet-50 as the backbone, which is to keep the number of
parameters at a close size.

Table 2 shows the comparison results. MT represents our presented multitask learning
framework, and PP denotes the object-based post-processing operation. The proposed
multitask framework can achieve better accuracy than Siamese U-Net and BDANet in terms
of the F1 score of damage classification on all three datasets, which reveals the effectiveness
of the presented method. Furthermore, with object-based post-processing, the results can
be further optimized by integrating the building localization results. Additionally, from the
qualitative perspective, the presented approach generates more accurate results, as shown
in Figure 6. Especially with object-based post-processing, semantic consistency within
building instances is guaranteed, which greatly improves visual performance. To sum up,
our approach demonstrates considerable improvements over the other two comparison
methods. It is beneficial to the rapid disaster response by simplifying the complicated
two-stage pipeline to the end-to-end pipeline. In the later SSL experiments, we take the MT
framework with post-processing as the base model for further comparison.

https://github.com/DIUx-xView/xView2_first_place
https://github.com/DIUx-xView/xView2_first_place
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Table 2. Quantitative comparison of different SL methods on three datasets (%).

Dataset Method Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1

Damage F1 per Class

No Dmg. Minor Dmg. Major Dmg. Destroyed

Joplin
Tornado

Siamese U-Net - - 62.35 80.46 56.72 35.71 76.51
BDANet - - 64.29 82.92 59.43 38.03 76.78

Ours (MT) 74.25 90.22 67.40 83.23 60.13 44.54 81.71
Ours (MT + PP) 75.53 90.22 69.24 83.01 62.47 48.50 82.98

Moore
Tornado

Siamese U-Net - - 68.74 91.33 48.48 53.06 82.07
BDANet - - 69.31 90.78 47.95 55.48 83.02

Ours (MT) 77.46 92.46 71.03 91.41 54.64 56.27 81.79
Ours (MT + PP) 80.11 92.46 74.82 91.37 62.63 59.76 85.53

Hurricane
Michael

Siamese U-Net - - 49.31 69.78 40.06 44.04 43.37
BDANet - - 49.59 67.75 44.75 48.30 37.58

Ours (MT) 60.09 83.85 49.90 71.04 41.77 48.41 38.39
Ours (MT + PP) 61.09 83.85 51.34 70.13 46.50 48.81 39.91
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5.2. Comparison with SSL Competitors

To verify the effectiveness of the presented SSL framework, we employ several state-
of-the-art CR-based methods, i.e., CutMix-Seg [19], PseudoSeg [18], CCT [17], CPS [8],
for quantitative and qualitative comparison on three benchmark datasets. All these SSL
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methods are integrated with the proposed multitask-based Siamese network. To compre-
hensively compare these SSL methods, we set the labeled data as a ratio of 5%, 10%, and
20% to the total training data, respectively. It should be noted that the labeled data needs to
involve the training data with all damage levels to ensure that the training process is stable.
SL denotes our proposed MT method based on the SL pipeline as the baseline approach. An
FCN with VGG-16 as the backbone is used as the basic model of the proposed framework,
and object-based post-processing is applied to all involved methods.

Tables 3–5 demonstrate the comparison results on three datasets. It can be seen that
all SSL methods can perform better than the SL baseline with partial annotation data.
When only using 5% labeled data, our approach is superior to other competitors and gains
significant improvements of 11.31%, 5.07%, and 4.70% in overall F1 score than the SL
baseline for the Joplin, Moore, and Michael datasets, respectively. With the increasing
number of labeled data, the accuracy of all methods is improved, and our method can still
achieve the best performance, exhibiting the effectiveness of the presented SSL approach
for building damage assessment under insufficient labeled samples. In addition, the
accuracy of building damage assessment on three datasets has a large gap, which is
influenced by the heterogeneous image quality and different labeling accuracy. Figure 7
displays the visual comparison results of these methods on the benchmark datasets. We
can observe that all methods can exhibit better visual results by virtue of object-based
post-processing. In addition, the presented method has fewer misclassified pixels, such
as false positives and false negatives, which suggests the better model capability of our
method over other competitors.

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of different SSL methods on the Joplin dataset (%).

Method
5% (19) 10% (38) 20% (76) 100% (387)

Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1 Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1

SL 59.71 82.48 49.95 63.34 84.78 54.15 69.57 86.65 62.25 75.53 90.22 69.24
CutMix-Seg 66.87 87.99 57.82 69.66 88.10 61.75 72.23 89.28 64.92 - - -
PseudoSeg 67.17 83.06 60.36 69.13 87.20 61.39 71.98 88.68 64.82 - - -

CCT 67.83 87.38 59.45 68.98 88.22 60.74 72.62 89.63 65.33 - - -
CPS 68.17 87.10 60.05 70.62 88.14 63.11 72.84 89.16 65.85 - - -
Ours 70.30 88.73 62.40 71.48 88.54 64.17 73.55 89.37 66.77 - - -

Table 4. Quantitative comparison of different SSL methods on the Moore dataset (%).

Method
5% (27) 10% (54) 20% (108) 100% (536)

Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1 Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1

SL 72.39 88.76 65.38 74.34 90.37 67.46 75.81 91.59 69.04 80.11 92.46 74.82
CutMix-Seg 76.14 90.46 70.00 76.93 91.29 70.77 77.88 92.17 71.76 - - -
PseudoSeg 76.84 88.87 71.69 77.25 91.00 71.36 78.41 91.78 72.67 - - -

CCT 74.43 91.01 67.33 76.59 91.32 70.28 77.92 92.01 71.88 - - -
CPS 76.69 89.94 71.02 77.60 90.79 71.95 78.51 91.37 72.99 - - -
Ours 77.46 91.57 71.42 78.91 91.76 73.41 79.88 92.25 74.58 - - -

Table 5. Quantitative comparison of different SSL methods on the Michael dataset (%).

Method
5% (65) 10% (130) 20% (260) 100% (1300)

Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1 Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1

SL 51.82 79.81 39.82 53.94 81.36 42.19 56.17 82.93 44.71 61.09 83.85 51.34
CutMix-Seg 55.35 82.20 43.84 57.09 82.08 46.37 58.17 82.93 47.56 - - -
PseudoSeg 54.00 80.82 42.51 56.49 81.56 45.74 58.35 83.39 47.62 - - -

CCT 54.18 82.29 42.14 55.61 81.47 44.52 57.78 83.02 46.96 - - -
CPS 55.55 82.24 44.11 56.31 83.13 44.81 57.34 83.63 46.08 - - -
Ours 56.52 81.94 45.62 58.06 83.45 47.18 59.43 83.87 48.96 - - -
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6. Discussion

In this section, we first carry out the ablation study in Section 6.1, which is to prove the
effectiveness of designing multiple components. Time analysis is conducted in Section 6.2
to exhibit the advantages of the SSL pipeline in model training. After that, we perform
the damage assessment in a real case of the 2011 Tornado Joplin in Section 6.3. Finally, we
discuss the potential limitations and prospects of the proposed framework in Section 6.4.

6.1. Ablation Study

To investigate the contribution of multiple improvements of the proposed framework,
i.e., MT, SSL, confidence weighting (CW), and object-based post-processing (PP), we con-
duct ablation experiments with 5% labeled samples based on three datasets, as reported
in Table 6. The baseline denotes the method with only a single task, i.e., building damage
classification. Some conclusions can be drawn as below: (1) Compared to the Baseline,
the MT method produces better damage classification results than the single task baseline
on the two datasets. In the meantime, it can obtain building localization results with a
one-time training pipeline, which is more efficient than the ones with the multiple-stage
training pipeline. (2) By utilizing a large amount of unlabeled data, SSL can greatly increase
the overall F1 score whether PP is applied, which is cost-effective without attaching more
labels. (3) The combination of CW and SSL can improve the model accuracy, which lies
in the fact that more samples from all categories are involved in the consistency training
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process, and the influence of noisy pseudo-labels is reduced at the same time. (4) PP is a
simple but effective strategy to boost the model performance further.

Table 6. Ablation experiments for different components of the proposed framework on three datasets (%).

Baseline MT SSL CW PP
Joplin Tornado Moore Tornado Hurricane Michael

Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1 Foverall

1 Floc
1 Fdam

1 Foverall
1 Floc

1 Fdam
1√

- - 46.44 - - 61.50 - - 39.45√
57.39 82.48 46.64 70.04 88.76 62.01 51.27 79.81 39.04√ √
59.71 82.48 49.95 72.39 88.76 65.38 51.82 79.81 39.82√ √
68.60 88.01 60.27 74.43 91.01 67.33 52.56 79.77 40.89√ √ √
70.00 88.01 62.27 77.03 91.01 71.03 55.23 79.77 44.72√ √ √
69.04 88.62 60.64 76.00 91.57 69.32 53.90 81.94 41.88√ √ √ √
71.02 88.62 63.47 77.46 91.57 71.42 56.52 81.94 45.62

Figure 8 illustrates the visual results accordingly, and we can see that the refined
damage classification results are much better than before by ensuring semantic consistency
within building instances. On the other hand, it should be noted that the results of building
localization can significantly influence the final damage assessment results since the object
proposals are generated from them. Luckily, as reported in Tables 3–6, the performance of
building localization is far more accurate than damage classification, which also ensures
this strategy is effective.
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6.2. Time Analysis

To analyze the time efficiency of the proposed framework, we make a statistic of the
training time cost of the SL and SSL pipelines on three datasets in Table 7. It can be found
that the SSL pipeline with only 5% labeled samples can achieve even better results than the
SL pipeline with 20% labeled data. We can see that the SSL pipeline needs to consume more
training time than the SL counterpart since a large amount of unlabeled data is involved
in training. Based on the SSL pipeline, an extra 28, 41, and 116 min are required to reach
the same accuracy level of the SL pipeline for the Joplin, Moore, and Michael datasets,
respectively. However, from the perspective of data labeling, this extra time is far from
sufficient to annotate 57, 81, and 195 more image pairs in the task of dense-pixel semantic
segmentation. Given that manual work cannot yet be fully replaced by machines so far,
we argue that the SSL pipeline is more cost-effective than the SL pipeline in a time-critical
event since the solution spent more time on training with machines is better than that
spending more time on labeling with lots of manpower in real-world cases.

Table 7. Comparison of time cost between two training pipelines on three datasets.

Dataset Pipeline Labeled Data Foverall
1 (%) Floc

1 (%) Fdam
1 (%) Training Time (min)

Joplin Tornado SL 20% (76) 69.57 86.65 62.25 39
SSL 5% (19) 70.30 88.73 62.40 67

Moore Tornado
SL 20% (108) 75.81 91.59 69.04 44

SSL 5% (27) 77.46 91.57 71.42 85

Hurricane
Michael

SL 20% (260) 56.17 82.93 44.71 79
SSL 5% (65) 56.52 81.94 45.62 195

6.3. Damage Assessment of an Example Region

To demonstrate the assessment results from a macro view, we choose a representative
region from the Joplin Tornado event, which involves 12,889 buildings in an area of around
19.4 km2. The corresponding bi-temporal satellite images are acquired from Maxar through
the Open Data Program (https://www.maxar.com/open-data (accessed on 10 December
2022)), which both have a size of 7398 × 10,487-pixels with a spatial resolution of 0.6 m.
Based on the model trained with 5% labeled data, building damage assessment is conducted
based on the proposed method. Figure 9a shows the building extraction results across the
region. Figure 9c,d exhibit the building detection details of a sub-region. It can be seen
that most buildings have been detected, revealing the good performance of our method on
building localization tasks. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 9b, the damages are mainly
distributed in the central region along the west-east direction, which is in accordance with
the moving path of the tornado. Figure 9e,f detail the damaged state of buildings in a
sub-region. The destroyed buildings can be recognized easily, but it remains challenging
to distinguish the major and minor damages due to their highly complex characteristics.
Furthermore, we make the statistics of the damage status of the whole region in Figure 9g,h
for ground truth data and our assessment results, respectively. It shows that our results can
provide a similar damage profile compared to ground truth, exhibiting the effectiveness of
the proposed method for quick assessment under insufficient labels.

https://www.maxar.com/open-data
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building damage classification results, (g) statistics of ground truth data, and (h) statistics of our
assessment results.

6.4. Limitations and Prospects

Although the presented framework can achieve encouraging results on building
damage assessment with relatively few labeled data, some limitations need to be noted.
As shown in the first row of Figure 10, multiclass damage assessment is a challenging task
due to the ambiguity of intermediate damage degrees, such as minor and major damage,
which are extremely difficult even for domain experts. Therefore, how to construct a more
robust assessment criterion and define a better building damage assessment scale [7] still
needs to be further explored. Furthermore, some unexpected label errors in the dataset (the
second row of Figure 10) also cause an inferior learning effect. Hence, it is necessary to
improve the labeling accuracy when only using a few annotated samples. Moreover, some
building pixels cannot be fully extracted due to the occlusions by trees (the third row of
Figure 10) and cannot be separated from each other due to the limited image resolution
(the fourth row of Figure 10). It should be noted that high-quality optical images during
disasters are critical to the success of building damage assessment. To this end, recent
flexible UAV-based images can make contributions [9]. Additionally, registration problems
usually exist in the application using bi-temporal data, and the off-nadir phenomenon
can cause the wrong extraction results. Hence, ensuring similar imaging conditions may
alleviate this issue to some extent. Furthermore, our study is focused on building roof areas,
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as the damage to the facade or height direction could not be considered only with overhead
satellite images. The integration of oblique images for building damage assessment [45] is
another potential direction to enhance the model’s capability.
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7. Conclusions

In this study, to respond to the urgent need for timeliness and accuracy in building
damage assessment, we propose a novel consistency regularization-based semi-supervised
framework combining multitask semantic segmentation with perturbed dual mean teach-
ers. In the presented approach, multitask learning model architecture can benefit the
object-based post-processing operation, such that instance-level building damages can be
generated. Moreover, the leverage of a large amount of unlabeled data through perturbed
dual mean teachers can boost assessment accuracy with high training efficiency in the
situation of few labeled data. Furthermore, embedding a confidence weighting strategy
into the semi-supervised pipeline can involve more convincing samples for consistency
constraints while decreasing the impact of noisy pseudo-labels. The performance of the
presented framework is evaluated on three disaster datasets and compared with several
state-of-the-art SL and SSL approaches. Comprehensive experiment results reveal that the
proposed method can yield considerable improvements in building damage assessment
even with a small fraction of labeled samples, potentially offering a DL-based solution for
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timely disaster response and humanitarian assistance in emergencies. In the future, we
will exploit more datasets with different disaster scenarios (e.g., earthquakes and tsunamis)
and data sources (e.g., aerial and UAV data) to verify the effectiveness of this method.
Moreover, we are still dedicating ourselves to improving computing efficiency when facing
large amounts of unlabeled samples to satisfy emergency needs in disaster situations.
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